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Pokemon vgc 19 speed tiers

Like most GS Cup-style formats, VGC 2019 looks like it might revolves around Pokémon's limited keys on each team and Pokémon that supports them. With so much high damage movement thrown away, being faster or slower than the main pokémon on the side of your opponent's field can be the difference between getting a KO and
getting KOed, so it's more important than ever to tune your Pokémon so they can move when you want them. As always, here are some useful indicators about Speed before schedule: Bonus discounts and Pokémon Properties penalties, The difference between 0 IV in Speed and 31 IV is 15 points in Speed and the difference between 0
IV and 252 IV in Speed is 32 points with the odd IV or 31 with the most odd IV or 31 with IV even Option Selendang increases Speed by one level (*1.5). Tailwind increases Speed by two levels (*2). Fine half-wave speed (*1/2). Ice Winds reduced Speed by one level (*2/3). Iron Balls reduced Speed by two levels (*1/2). Pokémon speed is
always the frame number. Like most mathematics in Pokémon, the calculation of round speed is down, so Pokémon with Speed of 101 will have 151 Speed when holding the Optional Scarf, not 151.5 or 152. Pokémon's turn order was decided before the turn began, except for the Mega Evolution mechanics (which was not so relevant in
VGC 2019 until the Ultra Series). If you use a step that changes the Pokémon Speed level (such as the Icy Wind), that Pokémon retains the available Speed value before the turn begins until the next turn. The only exception to this rule is Quash's move. There is a 50/50 chance per Pokémon moves first if two Pokémon have the same
Speed. These are some of how speed Tiers got their name, although Game Freak has enjoyed putting Pokémon at a greater range of speeds in the recent spear of the game compared to older games, when any popular Pokémon is tied to base speeds like 100. In the table below, stimulus level 1 usually marks either a Preferred Scarf or a
real boost in Speed statistics, either through Speed Boost or steps such as Dragon Dance or Quiver Dance. Stimulus level 2 marks either two Speed Boost turns or weather-related stimuli. You can check exactly how Pokemon has been encouraged in the Remarks column. Each Pokémon listed below has either 0 or 252 IV in Speed and
31 or 0 IV in Speed. In real life, you'll probably see more variance than this, so what a list like this really helps Find absolute: This is the fastest and slowest Pokémon can be with given Nature. Since taking unnecessary risks tends to be the fastest way to lose at Pokémon, you can use this information when planning your team to ensure
that your Pokémon will move before an important threat that can knock your Pokémon out, or if that is unreasonable or impossible, to know when defeat can turn turn away you need to switch to a more suitable counter to offend it. This list can also help you figure out how much speed you need: If all the things you want to do only require
your Pokémon to invest 100 EK in Speed, for example, you might want to invest your entire IKS defensively instead of running more VI Speeds that might not achieve very much. SpeedPokemonNatureEVsBoostIVsBase SpeedRemarks 432AccelgorPositive252231145Unburden 400CrobatPositive252231130Tailwind
380NaganadelPositive252231121Tailwind 374HawluchaPositive252231118Unburden 368WhimsicottPositive252231116Tailwind 354KartanaPositive252231109Tailwind 334Salamence, Zapdos, VolcaronaPositive252231100Tailwind 332Xerneas, YveltalPositive25223199Geomancy / Tailwind 326LunalaPositive25223197Tailwind
312LilligantPositive25223190Chlorophyll 300Tapu KokoPositive252131130Choice Scarf 290DrifblimPositive25223180Unburden 284Giratina (Both Forms), LilligantNeutral25223190Tailwind / Chlorophyll 278SmearglePositive25223175Moody 273Tapu KokoNeutral252131130Choice Scarf 268LudicoloPositive25223170Swift Swim
264Drifblim, Venusaur, ShiftryNeutral25223180Unburden / Chlorophyll 261GreninjaNeutral252131122Choice Scarf 260LugiaNeutral0231110Tailwind 258KartanaNeutral0231109Tailwind 244LudicoloNeutral25223170Swift Swim 241RayquazaPositive25213195Dragon Dance / Choice Scarf 240Salamence, Zapdos,
VolcaronaNeutral0231100Tailwind 238XerneasNeutral023199Geomancy 235Landorus-TherianPositive25213191Choice Scarf 234Kyogre, GroudonPositive25213190Choice Scarf 223PheromosaPositive252031151 220Ho-Oh, Reshiram, ZekromNeutral023190Tailwind 220Tapu Lele, Kyurem-White, Kyurem-BlackNeutral25213195Choice
Scarf / Dragon Dance 216AccelgorPositive252031145 214Landorus-TherianNeutral25213191Choice Scarf 213Kyogre, Groudon, Zekrom, ReshiramNeutral25213190Choice Scarf 210SuicuneNeutral023185Tailwind 208Smeargle, Tapu BuluPositive25213175Choice Scarf 205Zygarde-CompleteNeutral25213185Dragon Dance
203PheromosaNeutral252031151 200TogekissNeutral023180Tailwind 200Crobat, Mewtwo, Tapu KokoPositive252031130 194WeavilePositive252031125 190NaganadelPositive252031121 190Tapu BuluNeutral25213175Choice Scarf 185SalazzlePositive252031117 184WhimsicottPositive252031116 183Persian-AlolaPositive252031115
179ThundurusPositive252031111 178Gengar, RaichuPositive252031110 177KartanaPositive252031109 176TerrakionPositive252031108 172MienshaoPositive252031105 170NihilegoPositive252031103 167Palkia, Salamence, Zapdos, VolcaronaPositive252031100 166Xerneas, YveltalPositive25203199 163Lunala,
SolgaleoPositive25203197 162Mimikyu, TogedemaruPositive25203196 161Rayquaza, Tapu Lele, Zygarde-50%Positive25203195 157Landorus-TherianPositive25203191 156Groudon, KyogrePositive25203190 150Zygarde-CompletePositive25203185 139Smeargle, Tapu BuluPositive25203175 129Necrozma-Dawn-Wings,
129Necrozma-Dawn-Wings, 120Salamence, Zapdos, VolcaronaNeutral0031100 119Xerneas, YveltalNeutral003199 117Lunala, SolgaleoNeutral003197 115Kyurem (All forms)Neutral003195 110Dialga, Giratina (All forms), Ho-Oh, Groudon, Kyogre, Reshiram, ZekromNeutral003190 106Rotom-WashNeutral003186 105Cresselia, Tapu
FiniNeutral003185 100TogekissNeutral003180 97Necrozma-Dawn-Wings, Necrozma-Dusk-ManeNeutral003177 95Tapu BuluNeutral003175 92TsareenaNeutral003172 91Lunala, SolgaleoNegative00097 90HitmontopNeutral003170 90MimikyuNegative00096 90MetagrossNeutral003170 85Groudon, Kyogre, DialgaNegative00090
85ScizorNeutral003165 81CresseliaNegative00085 81TyranitarNeutral003161 80Aegislash, IncineroarNeutral003160 78ScraftyNeutral003158 73Necrozma-Dawn-Wings, Necrozma-Dusk-ManeNegative00077 72SmeargleNegative00075 69TsareenaNegative00072 63GothitelleNegative00065 58Incineroar, Aegislash, Oranguru,
AbomasnowNegative00060 56ScraftyNegative00058 42AraquanidNegative00042 39GastrodonNegative00039 36ClefairyNegativeNegative00035 34BronzongNegative00033 SnorlaxNegative00030 22Ferrothorn, TorkoalNegative00020 18StakatakaNeutral00013 16StakatakaNegative00013 2018-09-06 Ultra Series has played for more
than one month, and metagame has been largely resolved to the point where generic-level lists can be made of format. This article will be the first of its kind on the site, as we look into what makes up the different viability stages. The stage position explanations are as follows: Prime Stage, Stage A, Stage B, and C Tier. The Prime Stage
will consist of Pokemon which is clearly a sign above the rest. The level corresponds to Pokemon's highly efficient metagame, that, while powerful and effective, does not carry the same influence as those on it. B Tier Pokemon is those who are not very strong, but can still hold their own in a team that either benefits from its utility or can
adequately support it. Finally, C Tier is mainly meant for less viable or Pokemon niches that require more team support such as the Trick Room specifically to make it work. Note that any level list is subject to a shift across metagame and it is almost impossible to actually prevent bias. That said, this list serves as objectives as possible.
Readers are strongly encouraged to provide constructive criticism in the comments in which Pokemon should get different positions. Premier Tier Limited Legendaries Xerneas Xerneas, blocking seismic shifts to the Type Efficacy chart, is still une doubtful Pokemon that all teams need to come ready for, with Geomancy allowing it to steam
through an unprepared opposing team. Lots of strong teams with The high tournament has 2 or 3 Pokemon equipped with skills either to deny or get rid of Pokemon's Geomancy Life boost. Primal Kyogre A behemoth of the returning VGC poses a problem for any team that intends to rely on Primal Primal In fact, it is the Weather War
between the two Primals who have made speed controls and board positions very valuable in this format. The Primordial Sea is one way to eliminate Desolate Land and Delta Stream, increasing stab Water Types that many players call for eliminating Incineroar and Primal Groudon. Primal Groudon A Pokemon that, when paired with
Xerneas, gave the players with near-perfect coverage, with a combination of Fire Type and Ground Type STAB sufficient to remove all those against Xerneas' Moonblast. It is also one of the few limited Legends to bring Type resistance to STAB Xerneas. The combination of Sword Dances and Gravity allows it to sweep through the teams
provided. Mega Rayquaza The only Pokemon that players call for lifting the impact of Desolate Land. Hold Item's preferred flexibility as a limited legend that has access to mega Evolution makes it a very frightening proposition, with players being able to either further increase its damage output or provide more bulk and survival. Dragon
Ascent, Earth Power, and ExtremeSpeed off equally high base attacks and Special Attacks allow it to hit various threats in metagame. Mega Pokemon Mega Salamence Choice One Mega is not named Rayquaza which is worth it to be pasted at the Premier Level. Immunity to the Blades Precipice, Intimidated before Mega Evolution, a
high damage output on both ends with Draco Meteor and Aerilate boosting double Edge, all making it a violent foam. It shares similar coverage with Mega Rayquaza without taking a Limited Legendary slot and is just as useful as a Tailwind setter. Regular Pokemon Amoonguss One, if not pokemon's best support that has survived the time
test since its introduction. It's nice under Trick Room, bringing Clear Smog and Grass Knot to deal with Xerneas and Primal Kyogre. The combination of Spore and Rage Powder can disrupt opposing plans great, with it putting a lot of pressure just through its existence in the team. Incineroar Hands down one of the most all rounded
Pokemon in the VGC. Intimidated, Fake Out, slow U Turn, Snarl, combined with strong moves such as Malicious Moonsalt and Flare Blitz, allowed Incineroar to draw a range of roles for someone's team. Tapu Fini A great pokemon support with plenty of options to support the team. Nature craze breaks a huge enemy, Haze removes all
unwanted Statistical changes, Icy Wind provides speed control, well-synthesizing Scald with Lock Water to quickly eliminate Groudon Primal, and Light Screen to filter the damage taken from special hits. Yveltal Limited Tier Legends Attendance thanks to the introduction of Trio Light, with Darkium Z synergy well with Dark Aura enhance
STAB. He didn't do so well with Xerneas and Alolan Guardians, and didn't do enough. makes it into the Prime Stage. Lunala A Pokemon makes it into A Tier because of the very strong signature Z Move in the Menacing Moonraze Maelstrom, as well as the signature capabilities in the Shadow Shield. It is usually played as a secondary
powerhouse, which cost him a place in the Premier Tier. Another factor calculated against him was his weakness to The Incineroar, as Heel Pokemon smashed almost everything that Lunala could humlude. Ultra Necrozma Another strong introduction in Generation VII. It's the signature of Z Move very strongly when under Psychic Terrain.
Earth power helps hit Incineroar, while either Moongeist Beam or Sunsteel Strike can help cover different parts of metagame. Like Yveltal and Lunala, Ultra Necrozma unfortunately didn't dominate enough to guarantee settlements at the Premier Level. Mega Pokemon Mega Gengar A Pokemon that misses on the Prime Stage is largely
due to the effectiveness of Incineroar in metagame. The popularity of Scarf Tapu Lele's choice has also affected its viability in metagame. Its Shadow Tag is still very useful as a form of Weather control, with Sludge Bombs and Shadow Balls needed to hit Xerneas and Trio light each. Pokemon Bronzong Common One of the best setters of
the current metagame room. Levitate provides protection against the Precipice Blades, while it can use Skill Swap to regain weather control and pass immunity to Kyogre Primal or Primal Groudon simultaneously. Psychium Z allows it to abuse more accurate Hypnosis, or forcefully establish a Trick Room against Taunt. Finally, Gyro Ball
helps cover up faster threats such as Mega Rayquaza and Xerneas. It failed to enter the PremierShip Stage because it was largely useless under Misty Terrain and after the Intimidate. Landorus Therian A Pokemon rescued from ambiguity thanks to Groundium Z, and, to a lesser extent, incineroar popularity. Tectonic Rage is a very strong
move against both Primal Groudon and Incineroar, with U Turn working from unique Basic Speed to improving the player's board position. Its viability is rounded up by Intimidate and immunity to the Blades Precipice. Tapu Koko Electric Terrain helped block Spore, with his STAB affiliation helping against Mega Salamence, Primal Kyogre,
and Mega Rayquaza. Access to Taunt was quick to help it close Geomancy and Smeargle, while U Turn and the Switch Volt helped with polling. Tapu Lele Psychic Terrain block Fake Out, with optional Scarf variants very useful against Mega Salamence, Mega Rayquaza, Mega Gengar, Yveltal, and Nihilego. Nihilego A Pokemon
surprisingly well 5 out of 8 Prime rating threats, although he doesn't mine well against the Pokemon he shares this Tier with. It does not go one step higher solely because it relies heavily on Z Crystal and/or Beast Boost to begin sweeping, and and anti-metagame selection rather than the behemoth influence format. Stakataka Staktaka
serves as a great alternative to Bronzong if the squad is weak to Yveltal, Incineroar, and Lunala, although players need to be careful for Primal Kyogre and Primal Groudon. The Broad Guard may block the deployment movement but cannot serve Scald. STAB Gyro Ball snags Xerneas, while STAB Rock Slide (including Continental Crush)



attacks Mega Salamence, Mega Rayquaza, and Incineroar. B Tier Limited Legendaries Solgaleo Solgaleo is actually rather useful against threats coming from the Premiership, with him only needing to worry about Primal Groudon. Poor resistance against The Limited Legend in the A Tier saw him fall down one stage. The role of Mega
Pokemon Mega Kangaskhan Mega Kangaskhan has changed from VGC 2016, where it still has access to Power Up Punch. With the emergence of the Trio of Light in Generation VII, Bite has become a surprising choice to do flinch shenanigans. Fake Out and Double Edge maintain their utility from three years ago. Mega Sceptile Dragon
Pulse, Root Knot, and The Power of Nature combine to provide amazing Mega Sceptile coverage. Now that Tapu Koko can be found, Lightningrod + Discharge spam is more than an abuseable strategy. Mega Manectric Mega Manectric got Intimidate as a ability after Mega Evolution allowed players to cut Primal Groudon and co on suis,
with the choice of coverage lazat against many of the top threats in VGC 2019. Mega Metagross Mega Metagross offers memorable coverage through a combination of Ice Punch, Iron Head, and Devastating Tantrums. The obvious body before Mega Evolution allowed it to be led against Incineroar, which easily 2HKOs with Tantrum
Stomping when fresh. Although he was good against Mega Salamence, Mega Rayquaza, Xerneas, and recently encountered Nihilego, his poor resistance against Primal Kyogre, Primal Groudon, Yveltal, and Lunala cut back his forward power. The great Crobat Tailwind Pokemon setter denies Xerneas' Geomancy, through a combination
of Taunt and Jerebu. Super Fang used to quickly whittle down great enemies that he could not touch. However, due to Super Fang's rather fragile shortcomings and Super Fang's shortcomings, Crobat is not as highly rated as Tapu Fini. The loss of Smeargle Dark Void, in addition to the introduction of The Electric Earth and Misty, has
made Smeargle less useful than its glory day in VGC 2016. It's still useful for Fake Out, Follow Me, Transform, and other shenanigans to help Xerneas set up Geomancy. However, it is very well known to Taunt and Jerebu. Ferrothorn Ferrothorn enjoys a great mix of Types, but too momentum sinks to guarantee a place in Stage A. With
the core of Kyogre + Xerneas no longer popular in the Ultra Series, the use of Ferrothorn has taken a significant hit, especially with Primal Groudon everywhere and unfortunately 4x 4x to the Type of Fire moves. Tsareena Tsareena keeps everything it has gone for it from the Moon Series, such as Queenly Majesty to block Fake Support
Out, Help Hand and Feint, Power Whip to hurt Primal Kyogre, and U Turn for board positions. However, the returns of Mega Salamence and Mega Rayquaza have led to a major cut to its shares. The replacement of Togedemaru Raichu, with his status as a Pokemon Steel Type arguably gives more benefits than disadvantages.
Celesteela Returns Primal Kyogre has enabled Celesteela to function better in the role played in VGC 2017, as the Primordial Sea eliminates its Weakness to the Moving Type Fire as long as it is active. Players technically only need to focus on get rid of this Ultra Beast threatening enemy, then have Leech Seeds and stalls for victory. It is
also one of several Pokemons to be able to sit against the Moonblast and Precipice Blades, although it needs to be careful for Incineroar and Gravity. C Tier Limited Legends Ho-Oh Great against Primal Groudon and Xerneas, while big enough to hit tanks from Mega Rayquaza and co. With the Brave Birds, it hit every Pokemon on the
Prime Stage for at least neutral damage. Nihilego's predicted rise after European Internationals was a big deal because it was 4x weak to STAB Power Gem. Kyogre Choice Scarf Kyogre is surprisingly powerful, though heavily dependent on rayquaza's switch allies to work against a team that carries Primal Groudon. Great Dialga against
Mega Salamence and Primal Kyogre, with Trick Room helping curb Xerneas' influence. It is also the only few setters of viable Trick Room to not be weak to the likes of Yveltal, Lunala, and Incineroar. It's a bit iffy against Primal Groudon, although it should be able to put pressure on as soon as Trick Room goes up. Not anywhere near quite
consistent on its own to climb from C Tier. Mega Pokemon Mega Mawile A former superpower against mortality Duo. Incineroar's popularity has seen its viability take a big hit, especially now that Earth Power is very common in the likes of Mega Rayquaza and Ultra Necrozma. It cannot turn anything on before Mega Evolution because of
its ridiculous bulk and much depends on the Trick Room to work. Mega Camerupt Pokemon is great for use under the Trick Room, with Sheer Force Earth Power able to OHKO Primal Groudon. The power of Nature with sufficient support allows it to crush enemies such as Mega Salamence, Mega Rayquaza, and Ultra Necrozma.
However, it is very weak to Primal Kyogre and is heavily dependent Helah's room. Support regular Pokemon Alolan Parsi with Fake Out, Foul Play, Parting Shot, and Taunt. It relies heavily on archery teams that have powerful attackers to create unreasonable damage output. Scarf Tapu Lele's choice more or less closes it. Ditto Ditto. It
requires a very adept game to withdraw. Self. that works better on paper than in real games. Sunsteel Strike and Moongeist Beam both ignored Wonder Guard, while Incineroar and Amoonguss eliminated them before and after Soaking, respectively. It is useful in asking opponents to bring certain Pokemon to avoid exit walls, however.
Gothitelle Shadow Tags help pins at the opposing scene immediately because it doesn't require Mega Evolution to trigger. It has no proper damage output in itself and is exposed to Yveltal, Incineroar, and Lunala. The Araquanid Water Bubble allows it to be at least 2HKO Insineroar via Intimidate. Leech Life and a good Special Bulk allow
it to contend with Ultra Necrozma. The Broad Guards helped block the Blades Precipice to allow allies to switch relatively safely against Primal Groudon. It relies on Trick Room and good weather to hit Primal Groudon, however. The returns of Mega Salamence and Mega Rayquaza have also hurt its viability. Kartana A Pokemon is hurt by
fragments and its flaws for Intimidation. Despite having a high base attack, it did not get good movements to support it and was examined by Mega Salamence, Mega Rayquaza, and Incineroar. Insineroar.
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